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Various sugar related articles  
 
The Executive Director would like to draw your attention to the articles below all of which are 
relevant to the sugar sector. 
 

 
FoodNavigator.Com 
 
How PepsiCo is turning waste into renewable energy: ‘A case study in best practice’ 

 

PepsiCo has launched a project to turn waste into renewable energy at its snack plant in 
Carregado, Portugal. The move, a first for PepsiCo in Southern Europe, will reduce carbon 
emissions at the site. 

https://www.foodnavigator.com/news/business/how-pepsico-is-turning-waste-into-renewable-
energy-a-case-study-in-best-practice  
 
Food giants at risk of ‘greenwashing’ over regenerative agricultural practices: report 
warns 

 

The lack of definition as to what constitutes regenerative agriculture can create a risk of 
misleading claims about their environmental credentials. 

https://www.foodnavigator.com/article/2023/01/31/food-giants-at-risk-of-greenwashing-over-
regenerative-agricultural-practices-report-warns  
 
 
  

https://www.foodnavigator.com/News/Business/How-PepsiCo-is-turning-waste-into-renewable-energy-A-case-study-in-best-practice?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.foodnavigator.com/News/Business/How-PepsiCo-is-turning-waste-into-renewable-energy-A-case-study-in-best-practice?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.foodnavigator.com/News/Business/How-PepsiCo-is-turning-waste-into-renewable-energy-A-case-study-in-best-practice?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2023/01/31/food-giants-at-risk-of-greenwashing-over-regenerative-agricultural-practices-report-warns?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2023/01/31/food-giants-at-risk-of-greenwashing-over-regenerative-agricultural-practices-report-warns?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2023/01/31/food-giants-at-risk-of-greenwashing-over-regenerative-agricultural-practices-report-warns?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2023/01/31/food-giants-at-risk-of-greenwashing-over-regenerative-agricultural-practices-report-warns?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
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Sugaronline Ebriefing 

THAILAND: Trade talks with EU to start in 1Q 
Discussions about a potential free trade agreement (FTA) between Thailand and the European 
Union are set to start in the first quarter of this year, according to Bangkok Post. 

Thai Commerce minister Jurin Laksanawisit said the two sides agreed on the political intention 
to form the FTA, after a meeting with the EU Trade Commissioner Valdis Dombrovskis last week. 

The official said he would soon ask for the Thai cabinet’s consent to go ahead with the FTA plan. 
 

FRANCE: Ethanol sales rise 13% in 2022 
Ethanol sales in France rose by 13% in 2022 to 1.47 million cubic metres as consumers turned 
to cheaper gasoline containing up to 85% ethanol, according to Reuters. 

Sales of E85 increased by almost 83% to 854,000 cubic metres. 

The secretary general of France’s ethanol and alcohol producers group SNPAA, Sylvain Demoures, 
expects sales of E85 to increase by an extra 25% in 2023 to reach a market share of 8%, from 
6.5% in 2022. 
 

BRAZIL: Government expected to end import tax exemption to US ethanol 
Representatives of the government of Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva have signaled in meetings with 
members of the US government that the import tax exemption on imported ethanol may soon 
end, according to Valor Econômico. 

The report doesn’t cite sources but says the subject is under discussion in the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

The government of Jair Bolsonaro zeroed the 18% import tariff in March 2022, trying to reduce 
the impacts of inflation. In December, the tax exemption was extended until March 2023, but 
there is an expectation that the current government will resume the taxation before then. 
 

EUROPE: Agriculture Commissioner says opening of tariff quotas not appropriate 
amid tight sugar supply 
The European Commissioner for Agriculture, Janusz Wojciechowski, said in response to a 
question of the European Parliament regarding tight sugar supply that an exceptional measure 
such as the opening of additional tariff quotas to address the situation was not considered 
appropriate, reports Sugaronline. 

“Any potential tightness on the domestic market can be addressed by existing preferential access. 
In addition, the white sugar imports from Ukraine have been temporarily liberalized until 
June 2023. In this context, it is currently not considered appropriate to introduce an exceptional 
measure like the opening of additional tariff quotas,” he said in a written response published on 
the EC website on Jan. 27. 

“The Commission is very closely monitoring the evolution of all key parameters linked to the 
evolution of the EU sugar market in view of a timely detection of any risk of disturbance in the 
market.” 

Members of the EU Parliament asked about potential actions the Commission intended to take in 
order to curb supply-driven inflation in the food sector supply markets in the near future. They 
said that the diminishing supply of sugar, glucose, dextrose and starch, and the associated 
extreme price hikes are a particular source of concern in the region. 

Wojciechowski also said in his responses that sugar refining is an energy-intensive process and 
is affected by high energy prices. 

https://www.sugaronline.com/2023/01/31/thailand-trade-talks-with-eu-to-start-in-1q/
https://www.sugaronline.com/2023/01/31/france-ethanol-sales-rise-13-in-2022/
https://www.sugaronline.com/2023/01/31/brazil-government-expected-to-end-import-tax-exemption-to-us-ethanol/
https://www.sugaronline.com/2023/01/31/europe-agriculture-commissioner-says-opening-of-tariff-quotas-not-appropriate-amid-tight-sugar-supply/
https://www.sugaronline.com/2023/01/31/europe-agriculture-commissioner-says-opening-of-tariff-quotas-not-appropriate-amid-tight-sugar-supply/
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“In addition, rising energy prices have a negative effect on sugar demand. To tackle excessive 
energy prices, the Commission has proposed a series of measures to reduce energy demand, 
ensure alternative supplies, accelerate the rollout of renewables, and limit the impact of electricity 
prices for consumers. The Commission has also published and amended a crisis state aid 
framework. All these measures will have a direct or indirect positive impact on the sugar market, 
but other factors have an influence on the domestic sugar price too (e.g.domestic 
supply/demand, imports, world prices, etc).” 

He also said the Commission monitors trends in sugar prices, publishing the EU average price 
since 2006, and prices of short-term contracts since 2021. 

 
___________________ 

 

 

 
 

Sugar tax was not a total flop, sugar tax advocates claim 

'Public health' academics apply lipstick to a pig 
CHRISTOPHER SNOWDON  

 

JAN 26 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

Just before Britain’s sugar tax was introduced in April 2018, various advocates of the policy 
were handed £1.5 million of taxpayers’ money to evaluate it. Marking your own homework is 
considered perfectly normal in ‘public health’.  

They had their work cut out because what the government classifies as child obesity (but 
actually isn’t) rose in 2018/19, rose again in 2019/20 and then rose dramatically in 2020/21; 
the latter doubtless being lockdown-related.  

 

 

 

https://substack.com/app-link/post?publication_id=977190&post_id=99167245&utm_source=post-email-title&isFreemail=true&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoxMDEyNDQxNjUsInBvc3RfaWQiOjk5MTY3MjQ1LCJpYXQiOjE2NzQ3Njk2MTQsImV4cCI6MTY3NzM2MTYxNCwiaXNzIjoicHViLTk3NzE5MCIsInN1YiI6InBvc3QtcmVhY3Rpb24ifQ.Y3GxPPwuqIIHhpkRuOXEnkfYih0FFZ0Vdr0gRXoAE7c
https://substack.com/redirect/81237740-acd7-4403-8d47-79e14498e42c?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/1678bc93-22d7-4707-bd11-74fd9e483889?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/1678bc93-22d7-4707-bd11-74fd9e483889?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/9e54fc95-9cbb-4c3e-928e-d57c4c2965af?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/9e54fc95-9cbb-4c3e-928e-d57c4c2965af?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/84151187-8cb0-4906-afcc-26ea983e6836?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/9597be8c-ff6b-4ba1-9ed0-0fe1af60190c?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
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Clearly unable to claim that childhood obesity declined after the tax was introduced, the 

evaluation team settled for arguing that there was less sugar in soft drinks as a result of the tax.  

 

 

 

On average, this is probably true, although much depends on how much you trust the counter-

factuals above. The effect certainly wasn’t very large and sugar consumption from soft drinks 

had been dropping for many years anyway. 

https://substack.com/redirect/da51fc46-a0d1-4a7b-b516-b9d3a024e6cd?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/96c660ad-384d-4ea0-b5c5-fb8835e6b1d3?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/fa383ba9-6005-46a4-8892-8c4172c8c7b0?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
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Since soft drinks only provide around 2% of the nation’s calories and there had been no decline 

in obesity in previous years when sugar consumption from soft drinks had been in freefall, it 

was unlikely that the sugar tax would have any measurable impact on obesity rates. This seemed 

to be confirmed by obesity rates for both children and adults being higher in every year since the 

tax was implemented. 

Today, however, the evaluation team is claiming victory based on an extremely sketchy model. 

They created a counterfactual based on trends between 2013 and 2016 and then compared it to 

what actually happened. Child obesity didn’t actually decline among any groups. Even relative 

to the counterfactual, it didn’t decline among boys of reception age or girls of reception age. It 

didn’t decline among Year 6 boys either. But there was, supposedly, a 8% decline among Year 6 

girls. This, again, was only a relative decline. Even among this subgroup of the population, rates 

of obesity actually rose. 

Even the strongest association of the SDIL [Soft Drinks Industry Levy] among the most levy-

responsive groups (e.g., year 6 girls) reflected only a dampening of the rate of increase in 

obesity prevalence compared to the counterfactual rather than a reversal in trends. 

When the researchers produced a counterfactual based on data from 2013 to 2018 - when the tax 

was actually implemented - it found that obesity was higher than expected among reception age 

kids and about the same as expected among Year 6 kids. This finding is filed away in the 

supplementary material and the authors barely mention it. 

The authors conclude that… 

Our results suggest that the SDIL was associated with decreased prevalence of obesity in 

year 6 girls, with the greatest differences in those living in the most deprived areas.  

And, inevitably… 

https://substack.com/redirect/c62110ff-125e-4b8e-aa42-09f07ffce3e7?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
https://substack.com/redirect/f2aae159-a42b-483b-bbf0-2d3a0bbfe222?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
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Additional strategies beyond SSB taxation will be needed to reduce obesity prevalence 

overall, and particularly in older boys and younger children. 

This study will doubtless be cited as evidence that the sugar tax ‘worked’, but it is extremely 

thin gruel. Apart from requiring some very obvious cherry-picking to find evidence of success, 

it requires us to believe that the mere announcement of the sugar in 2016 reduced obesity among 

one very specific demographic, while the introduction of the sugar tax did not.  

The authors argue that the announcement of the sugar tax incentivised soft drink companies to 

reformulate their drinks. Indeed it did, but not straight away and not in huge numbers. Lucozade 

and Ribena took the sugar out in 2017 and Irn-Bru halved the sugar content in 2018. It seems 

unlikely that this would be enough to reduce obesity among 10-11 year old girls by 8%, 

especially since it mysteriously had no effect on anyone else. 

The counterfactual for those girls is shown below in red. The real obesity figures are shown in 

blue. You can see that the trend in obesity was essentially flat from 2015 to 2018 - i.e. before the 

sugar tax - but the counterfactual keeps on rising. Voila! The gap between the two lines is your 

8% reduction in obesity. The evidence for the sugar tax being even a partial success starts and 

ends with this chart. 

 

 

 

Even if you have faith in the highly suspect counterfactual scenario, why on earth would the 

sugar tax drive a significant reduction in obesity among Year 6 girls but not Year 6 boys? The 

authors confess themselves to be baffled... 

‘it is unclear why this might be the case, especially since boys were higher baseline 

consumers of SSBs [sugar sweetened beverages]’  

So they take the opportunity to splutter something about their current policy objective, 

advertising bans. 

https://substack.com/redirect/ffdd3798-326f-4fe6-a583-11429ed4086a?j=eyJ1IjoiMW9hMGh4In0.uo5QDhuSsIkRh_TDkCjyXWGB3JOfU81h2dtUPUcv-xQ
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One explanation is that there were factors (e.g., in food advertising and marketing) at work 

around the time of the announcement and implementation of the levy that worked against any 

associations of the SDIL among boys. 

There is no evidence for this whatsoever.  

And why would Year 6 children be affected and not reception age children? Apparently, it was 

never likely to benefit younger children… 

This result is congruous with findings from a cohort of British children showing that SSB 

consumption at ages 5 or 7 are not related to adiposity at age 9 years 

Now they tell us! I don’t remember Jamie Oliver saying that, do you?  

The lack of impact on young children gives the authors an excuse to once again push for more 

action from government… 

Fruit juices, which are not included in the levy, are thought to contribute similar amounts of 

sugar in young children’s diets as SSBs and may explain why the levy alone is not sufficient 

to reduce weight-related outcomes in reception age children. In addition to drinks, 

confectionery, biscuits, desserts, and cakes are also important high-added sugar items, 

which are regularly consumed by young children and could be a target of additional 

obesity reduction strategies. 

With the case for sugary drink taxes now ‘proven’ in the fairytale world of ‘public health’ 

academia, taxes on ‘confectionery, biscuits, desserts, and cakes’ will no doubt be next. And 

when those taxes also patently fail to reduce obesity, we can expect a lavishly funded evaluation 

team to turn up wielding the carefully selected findings from another dodgy model to prove that 

those, too, have been a triumph. 

To date, the sugar tax has cost consumers well over a billion pounds. 

 
 

    
  

 

 

  

 

 

 


